Button Making

1. Cut to fit in circular cutter - no wider than 4 inches. The image you want on your button should be centered in the circle. Note that the button itself is smaller than the circle that gets cut! (So, measure your chosen image against the metal disk, not the cutter.)

2. Press red handle down towards you, firmly (it will make a loud noise)

3. Remove from cutter - pop the circular part back down, then tilt or use another piece of paper to slide it out

4. Set up button press according to picture (with the deeper well on the right):

5. Place button back pin side down in deeper well - on righthand side when red handle is up and facing away from you
6. Make a sandwich of the metal disk without the pin, the circular image you just cut, and the clear mylar disk. Make sure the metal disk is all the way down in the well of the press.

7. Rotate platform clockwise so the side with the image is under the press and handle.

8. Pull handle firmly towards you.
9. Lift handle and rotate counter-clockwise so that the pin back is beneath the press.

10. Pull handle firmly towards you one more time.

11. Lift handle and rotate platform to remove your finished button!